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1. Pay relevant international freight forwarding charges in the foreign currency to 

avoid currency adjustment fees (CAF) e.g. Freight in USD 

2. Undertake a formal review of all rate schedules on an annual basis to ensure 

downward fluctuations in rates are realised and service provider complacency 

is eliminated 

3. Fix rates schedules annually but have a quarterly review process that allows 

flexibility to take advantage of downward fluctuations 

4. Negotiate hard - request an explanation of all costs and question the 

relevance and validity of the rates to your business 

5. Request an early settlement discount 

6. Negotiate extended payment terms 

7. Reduce or remove obsolete inventory at 3rd party warehouses 

8. Review current service levels being utilised - is everything urgent? 

9. Utilise flat rate parcel rates for point to point couriers - e.g. Fixed cost for a 

single parcel up to  25 kg 

10. Utilise deferred service offerings for same day point to point couriers - e.g. AM 

pick up for PM delivery 

11. Implement a formal invoice payment policy with authorisation limits and a 

robust approval process for checking service provider invoices prior to 

payment 

12. Implement a formal audit process for checking service provider invoices prior 

to approval for payment 

13. Request supporting documentation for all service provider charges if unsure 

of what is being invoiced 

14. Request formal agreements and written acceptance of all service provider 

charging schedules 

15. Do not accept new charges from service providers without proper justification 

of what is being invoiced 

16. Ensure any new charges not included in original scope of work are 

documented and added as an addendum to the formal agreements at the time 

they are first incurred 

17. Develop a formal process to request rates / quotes when seeking additional or 

new services not included in the original scope of work 

18. Ensure all weights and dimensions of parcels and pallets are correctly 

calculated and accurately entered on consignment notes / shipping systems 

by dispatch staff 

19. Undertake audits of consignment notes against carrier (road, air sea) invoices 

to ensure  accurate basis for charging 

20. Ensure carriers (road, air sea) apply accurate parcel and pallet measurements 

to cubic conversion calculations 
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21. Enure the correct cubic conversion factor is used by carriers (road, air and 

sea) when making cubic conversion calculations 

22. Understand the "break" weight for when door to door airfreight charges 

become more cost effective than all inclusive international courier rates 

23. Understand the "break point" for when a full container rate becomes more 

cost effective than a "less than container load" (LCL) rate for a shipment with 

multiple cubic metres 

24. Participate in direct debit duty programs if service providers seek to charge 

disbursement fees 

25. Participate in deferred GST / VAT programs to improve cash flow 

26. Clearly communicate the available shipping services, the applicable transit 

times and the cost impact of each service so as staff can make more informed 

decisions on the service levels that are being used for internal shipping  

27. Implement an approval / justification process to regulate the used of "non 

standard" shipping services by dispatch staff 

28. Eliminate the use of "next business day" services on Fridays when the 

standard service will normally result on "next business day - Monday" delivery 

29. Ensure "non standard" or "ad hoc" rates e.g. return rates, rates from other 

potential dispatch points, are included in standard rate schedules as these 

movements attract high charges if not documented and are a way for carriers 

to increase  margins 

30. Investigate the use of "off peak" rates - these are usually less expensive as 

they provide the carrier with more flexibility to manage and potentially delay 

the movement of "off peak" shipments but in reality the freight will travel with 

"standard" loads if the space is available   

31. Re-use inbound shipping cartons for packing and dispatching outbound 

orders 

32. Purchase and use second hand shipping cartons from carton brokers for 

packing and dispatching outbound orders 

33. Use flat rate satchel and carton rates for domestic freight requirements where 

applicable 

34. Use flat rate satchel, envelopes and carton rates for international freight 

requirements where applicable 

35. Investigate the use of web based domestic freight aggregators (companies 

offering discounted freight rates based on the reduced rates derived from the 

buying power of the combined volume of may users) for shipping online 

orders  

36. Investigate the use of freight brokers (companies offering discounted freight 

rates based on the reduced rates derived from the buying power of the 

combined volume of may users) for domestic and international shipments 
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37. Track and measure costs by service level 

38. Use a transport management system (TMS) or transport service provider that 

provides the functionality to do end of day consolidation (one consignment for 

multiple orders per customer delivery point) which will remove the basic 

service charge for each consignment 

39. Consider the location of your warehouse in relation to the location of your high 

volume customers - what impact does their location have on your outbound 

freight costs 

40. Consider the location of your warehouse in relation to the location of your key 

suppliers - what impact does their location have on your inbound freight costs 

41. Consider obtaining spot / special rates for large ad hoc shipments 

42. if under resourced, engage a 3rd Party on a "finders fee" basis to audit your 

logistics service provider invoices to ensure compliance with rate schedules 

43. Reduce the number of suppliers of a particular service or product type in order 

to qualify for potential volume discounts 

44. Select the service provider with the best rate / service combination for each 

specific service type - as opposed  to having a single service provider supply 

their non core services at uncompetitive rates 

45. Negotiate the removal of a minimum cost per consignment if rate schedules 

are structured in this manner 

46. Streamline the receiving process by mandating scheduled delivery windows 

or timeslots for inbound shipments 

47. Develop a robust returns policy to ensure service levels (and the subsequent 

cost incurred) used to return goods matches the customer expectations or 

business requirements - faulty items are less urgent than good items that can 

be resold once received 

48. Negotiate longer term agreements in order to receive better rates in return for 

revenue certainty for the service provider 

49. Consider consolidation of inventory holding locations to reduce inventory 

holding costs (additional freight costs are likely to occur but providing the 

additional freight cost is less than the inventory holding benefits then the 

exercise may be viable) 

50. Understand how carriers calculate fuel surcharges and ensure market rates 

are being charged - some carriers use an inflated FSC to increase margins 

51. Ensure service level selected at time of consigning is the service level that is 

being charged and utilised - don’t pay more for a lesser service 

52. Ensure you know your freight profile and volumes and use this information to 

negotiate the best available rates 
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